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(This foreword is not part of this addendum. It is merely informative and does not contain requirements necessary for conformance 
to the standard. It has not been processed according to the ANSI requirements for a standard and may contain material that has 
not been subject to public review or a consensus process.) 
 

Foreword to Addendum b 
 
This addendum simplifies equipment rating information that may be included in representations conforming to Standard 205-2023.  The Standard 205 
purpose focuses on representing equipment performance.  In this context, equipment ratings are useful as documentation but are otherwise not needed for 
modeling performance. 
 
Addendum b drops part-load rating information and retains only primary ratings.  This reduces the effort required to publish Standard 205 conforming 
representations with minimal loss of utility for users of those representations. 
 
 
[Note: This addendum makes changes to the current standard indicated in the text by underlining (for additions) and strikethrough (for deletions) except 
where the instructions specifically describe some other means of showing the changes.] 
 
 
 
 
 
Addendum b to Standard 205-2023 
 
Section 6.3.3.5 revised as follows: 
6.3.3.5 Rating. If appropriate, a representation specification shall define data groups that includes data elements that represent standard ratings. If the 
equipment is certified according to a rating procedure, the rating data in the representation’s description data group shall be consistent with the certified 
rating. 

6.3.3.5.1 Recalculation of the Ratings with Performance Data. If a representation specification includes a Rating data group, the data group shall 
contain a Boolean data element called rating_recalculatable_from_performance_ data that denotes whether the performance data included in the 
representation can be used to recalculate the published standard rating data in the data group within the tolerance of the rating standard used to determine 
the rating. The data group shall contain a string data element called rating_recaclculatable_explanation to allow for an explanation of 
rating_recalculatable_from_performance_data. 

Informative note: Representation data conveys typical performance at various operating conditions. Rating conditions and operating modes may or 
may not occur during installed operation. Standard 205 and ratings have different purposes; it is not possible to achieve consistency in all cases. 
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Section RS0001.1 revised as follows (the schema_version and Date will depend on the order of publication of the addenda and will be completed at the 
time of publication): 
RS0001.1 Identification and History. schema: RS0001 

schema_version Date Initial Approved Standard Notes 

1.0.0 2023 2023 Initial 
publication 

2.0.0 2024 2023 - Addenda a, b, & c  

 
Section RS0001.3.1 revised as follows: 
RS0001.3.1 Data Group Hierarchy. A representation implementation conforming to this representation specification shall consist of the following data groups: 

- RS0001 
- Metadata 
- Description* 

- ProductInformation*  

- RatingAHRI550590* 
- PartLoadRatingPoint550590* 

- RatingAHRI551591* 
- PartLoadRatingPoint551591*  

- Performance 
- PerformanceMapCooling 

- GridVariablesCooling 
- LookupVariablesCooling 

- PerformanceMapStandby 
- GridVariablesStandby 
- LookupVariablesStandby 

 
where * indicates data groups that are not required to be present in a representation conforming to this representation specification.  
Informative note: Required data elements of an optional data group are only required when the data group in present in a representation. 
Informative note: When multiple chillers are designed to operate in concert, such as in a series counterflow arrangement, the performance of the chiller 

system can be represented in a single file. Other designs with multiple chillers operating independently should be represented with multiple files. 
Table RS00001-7 revised as follows: 
 
Table RS0001–7 RatingAHRI550590 
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3  ANSI/ASHRAE Addendum b to ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 205-2023 

 
Name Description Data Type Units Constraints Req Notes 

certified_reference_number AHRI certified reference number String   ✓  

test_standard_year Year of the AHRI test standard <AHRI550590TestStandardYear>   ✓  

rating_source Source of this rating data String    Used by data 
publisher to 
document 
methods (e.g., 
software and 
version) used 
to generate 
rating data 

net_refrigerating_capacity Rated net refrigeration capacity Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 ✓ The capacity of 
the evaporator 
available for 
cooling of the 
thermal load 
external to the 
chiller; 
calculated 
using only the 
sensible heat 
transfer 

input_power Combined power input of all components of 
the unit, including auxiliary power and 
excluding integral pumps 

Numeric kW ≥0.0 ✓  

cop Ratio of the net refrigerating capacity to the 
total input power at the rating conditions 

Numeric - >0.0 ✓  

part_load_value Rated part-load efficiency on the basis of 
weighted operation at various partial load 
capacities 

Numeric -  ✓ Represents the 
IPLV.IP or 
NPLV.IP 

iplv_ip The Integrated Part-Load Value efficiency of 
merit calculated at the standard rating 
conditions. 

Numeric     

nplv_ip The Non-Standard Part-Load Value efficiency 
of merit calculated at the conditions other than 
the IPLV.IP conditions. 

Numeric     
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part_load_rating_points The four measured data points used to 
calculate the part load rating value 

[{RatingAHRI550590PartLoadPoint}] 
[4]    The measured 

data for all 4 
points used to 
calculate the 
IPLV or NPLV 
rating point 

full_load_evaporator_liquid_volumetric_flow_ 
rate Evaporator liquid volumetric flow rate at the 

full load design point rating condition 
Numeric gpm >0.0 ✓ Density 

calculations 
shall be made 
at the inlet 
temperature of 
the heat 
exchanger at 
full load rating 
conditions 

full_load_evaporator_liquid_entering_ 
temperature Liquid temperature at the entry flange of the 

evaporator at the full load design rating 
conditions 

Numeric F >-459.67 ✓  

full_load_evaporator_liquid_leaving_ 
temperature Liquid temperature at the exit flange of the 

evaporator at the full load design rating 
conditions 

Numeric F >-459.67 ✓  

full_load_evaporator_liquid_differential_ 
pressure Pressure difference across the evaporator at 

the full load design rating conditions 
Numeric ft of water >0.0 ✓ Evaporator 

pressure 
difference as 
defined in the 
rating standard 

full_load_evaporator_fouling_factor Factor of heat transfer inhibition due to 
evaporator heat exchanger fouling layer at the 
full load design rating condition 

Numeric h·ft2·F/Btu ≥0.0 ✓ Evaporator 
fouling factor at 
which the full 
load rating was 
measured 

full_load_condenser_liquid_volumetric_flow_ 
rate Condenser liquid volumetric flow rate at the 

full load design rating conditions 
Numeric gpm >0.0 ✓ Density 

calculations 
shall be made 
at the inlet 
temperature of 
the heat 
exchanger at 
full load rating 
conditions 

full_load_condenser_liquid_entering_ 
temperature Liquid temperature at the entry flange of the 

condenser at the full load design rating 
conditions 

Numeric F >-459.67 ✓  
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full_load_condenser_liquid_leaving_ 
temperature Liquid temperature at the exit flange of the 

condenser at the full load design rating 
conditions 

Numeric F >-459.67 ✓  

full_load_condenser_liquid_differential_ 
pressure Pressure difference across the condenser at 

the full load design rating conditions 
Numeric ft of water >0.0 ✓ Condenser 

pressure 
difference as 
defined in the 
rating standard 

full_load_condenser_fouling_factor Factor of heat transfer inhibition due to 
condenser heat exchanger fouling layer at the 
full load design rating conditions 

Numeric h·ft2·F/Btu ≥0.0 ✓ Condenser 
fouling factor at 
which the full 
load rating 
condition was 
measured 

rating_recalculatable_from_performance_data Whether this rating can be recalculated using 
the performance data in the representation 

Boolean   ✓ True if the 
rating values in 
this table can 
be recalculated 
using the 
performance 
data in the 
representation 
within the 
tolerance of the 
rating standard 

rating_recalculatable_explanation An explanation of the value for rating_ 
recalculatable_from_performance_data 

String     

 
 
Table RS00001-8 deleted as follows: 
 
Table RS0001–8 RatingAHRI550590PartLoadPoint 
 
Name Description Data Type Units Constraints Req Notes 

percent_full_load_capacity Percent full load cooling 
capacity 

Numeric % ≥0.0, ≤100.0 ✓  

cooling_capacity The actual cooling 
capacity 

Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 ✓  
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input_power Combined power input of 
all components of the 
unit, including auxiliary 
power and excluding 
integral pumps 

Numeric kW ≥0.0 ✓  

evaporator_liquid_volumetric_flow_rate Evaporator liquid 
volumetric flow rate 

Numeric gpm >0.0 ✓ Density 
calculations shall 
be made at the inlet 
temperature of the 
heat exchanger 

evaporator_liquid_entering_temperature Liquid temperature at the 
entry flange of the 
evaporator 

Numeric F >-459.67 ✓  

evaporator_liquid_leaving_temperature Liquid temperature at the 
exit flange of the 
evaporator 

Numeric F >-459.67 ✓  

evaporator_liquid_differential_pressure Pressure difference 
across the evaporator 

Numeric ft of water >0.0 ✓  

evaporator_fouling_factor Factor of heat transfer 
inhibition due to 
evaporator heat 
exchanger fouling layer 

Numeric h·ft2·F/Btu ≥0.0 ✓  

condenser_liquid_volumetric_flow_rate Condenser liquid 
volumetric flow rate 

Numeric gpm >0.0 ✓ Density 
calculations shall 
be made at the inlet 
temperature of the 
heat exchanger 

condenser_liquid_entering_temperature Liquid temperature at the 
entry flange of the 
condenser 

Numeric F >-459.67 ✓  

condenser_liquid_leaving_temperature Liquid temperature at the 
exit flange of the 
condenser 

Numeric F >-459.67 ✓  

condenser_liquid_differential_pressure Pressure difference 
across the condenser 

Numeric ft of water >0.0 ✓  

condenser_fouling_factor Factor of heat transfer 
inhibition due to 
condenser heat exchanger 
fouling layer 

Numeric h·ft2·F/Btu ≥0.0 ✓  

Table RS00001-9 revised as follows: 
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Table RS0001–9 RatingAHRI551591 
 
Name Description Data Type Units Constraints Req Notes 

certified_reference_number AHRI certified reference number String   ✓  

test_standard_year Year of the AHRI test standard <AHRI551591TestStandardYear>   ✓  

rating_source Source of this rating data String    Used by data 
publisher to 
document 
methods (e.g., 
software and 
version) used 
to generate 
rating data 

net_refrigerating_capacity Rated net refrigeration capacity Numeric kW ≥0.0 ✓ The capacity of 
the evaporator 
available for 
cooling of the 
thermal load 
external to the 
chiller; 
calculated using 
only the 
sensible heat 
transfer 

input_power Combined power input of all components of 
the unit, including auxiliary power and 
excluding integral pumps 

Numeric kW ≥0.0 ✓  

cop Ratio of the net refrigerating capacity to the 
total input power at the rating conditions 

Numeric - >0.0 ✓  

part_load_value Rated part-load efficiency on the basis of 
weighted operation at various partial load 
capacities 

Numeric -  ✓ Represents the 
IPLV.SI or 
NPLV.SI 

iplv_si The Integrated Part-Load Value efficiency of 
merit calculated at the standard rating 
conditions. 

Numeric     

nplv_si The Non-Standard Part-Load Value efficiency 
of merit calculated at the conditions other than 
the IPLV.SI conditions. 

Numeric     
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part_load_rating_points The four measured data points used to 
calculate the part load rating value 

[{RatingAHRI551591PartLoadPoint}] 
[4]    The measured 

data for all 4 
points used to 
calculate the 
IPLV or NPLV 
rating point 

full_load_evaporator_liquid_volumetric_flow_ 
rate Evaporator liquid volumetric flow rate at the 

full load design rating conditions 
Numeric l/s >0.0 ✓ Density 

calculations 
shall be made at 
the inlet 
temperature of 
the heat 
exchanger at 
full load rating 
conditions 

full_load_evaporator_liquid_entering_ 
temperature Liquid temperature at the entry flange of the 

evaporator at the full load design rating 
conditions 

Numeric C >-273.15 ✓  

full_load_evaporator_liquid_leaving_ 
temperature Liquid temperature at the exit flange of the 

evaporator at the full load design rating 
conditions 

Numeric C >-273.15 ✓  

full_load_evaporator_liquid_differential_ 
pressure Pressure difference across the evaporator at the 

full load design rating conditions 
Numeric kPa >0.0 ✓ Evaporator 

pressure 
difference as 
defined in the 
rating standard 

full_load_evaporator_fouling_factor Factor of heat transfer inhibition due to 
evaporator heat exchanger fouling layer at the 
full load design rating conditions 

Numeric m2·K/kW ≥0.0 ✓ Evaporator 
fouling factor at 
which the full 
rating was 
measured 

full_load_condenser_liquid_volumetric_flow_ 
rate Condenser liquid volumetric flow rate at the 

full load design rating conditions 
Numeric l/s >0.0 ✓ Density 

calculations 
shall be made at 
the inlet 
temperature of 
the heat 
exchanger at 
full load rating 
conditions 

full_load_condenser_liquid_entering_ 
temperature Liquid temperature at the entry flange of the 

condenser at the full load design rating 
conditions 

Numeric C >-273.15 ✓  
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full_load_condenser_liquid_leaving_ 
temperature Liquid temperature at the exit flange of the 

condenser at the full load design rating 
conditions 

Numeric C >-273.15 ✓  

full_load_condenser_liquid_differential_ 
pressure Pressure difference across the condenser at the 

full load design rating conditions 
Numeric kPa >0.0 ✓ Condenser 

pressure 
difference as 
defined in the 
rating standard 

full_load_condenser_fouling_factor Factor of heat transfer inhibition due to 
condenser heat exchanger fouling layer at the 
full load design rating conditions 

Numeric m2·K/kW ≥0.0 ✓ Condenser 
fouling factor at 
which the full 
rating was 
measured 

rating_recalculatable_from_performance_data Whether this rating can be recalculated using 
the performance data in the representation 

Boolean   ✓ True if the 
rating values in 
this table can 
be recalculated 
using the 
performance 
data in the 
representation 
within the 
tolerance of the 
rating standard 

rating_recalculatable_explanation An explanation of the value for rating_ 
recalculatable_from_performance_data 

String     

 
Table RS00001-10 deleted as follows: 
 
Table RS0001–10 RatingAHRI551591PartLoadPoint 
 
Name Description Data Type Units Constraints Req Notes 

percent_full_load_capacity Percent full load cooling 
capacity 

Numeric % ≥0.0, ≤100.0 ✓  

cooling_capacity The actual cooling 
capacity 

Numeric kW ≥0.0 ✓  
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input_power Combined power input of 
all components of the 
unit, including auxiliary 
power and excluding 
integral pumps 

Numeric kW ≥0.0 ✓  

evaporator_liquid_volumetric_flow_rate Evaporator liquid 
volumetric flow rate 

Numeric l/s >0.0 ✓ Density 
calculations shall 
be made at the inlet 
temperature of the 
heat exchanger 

evaporator_liquid_entering_temperature Liquid temperature at the 
entry flange of the 
evaporator 

Numeric C >-273.15 ✓  

evaporator_liquid_leaving_temperature Liquid temperature at the 
exit flange of the 
evaporator 

Numeric C >-273.15 ✓  

evaporator_liquid_differential_pressure Pressure difference across 
the evaporator 

Numeric kPa >0.0 ✓  

evaporator_fouling_factor Factor of heat transfer 
inhibition due to 
evaporator heat exchanger 
fouling layer 

Numeric m2·K/kW ≥0.0 ✓  

condenser_liquid_volumetric_flow_rate Condenser liquid 
volumetric flow rate 

Numeric l/s >0.0 ✓ Density 
calculations shall 
be made at the inlet 
temperature of the 
heat exchanger 

condenser_liquid_entering_temperature Liquid temperature at the 
entry flange of the 
condenser 

Numeric C >-273.15 ✓  

condenser_liquid_leaving_temperature Liquid temperature at the 
exit flange of the 
condenser 

Numeric C >-273.15 ✓  

condenser_liquid_differential_pressure Pressure difference across 
the condenser 

Numeric kPa >0.0 ✓  

condenser_fouling_factor Factor of heat transfer 
inhibition due to 
condenser heat exchanger 
fouling layer 

Numeric m2·K/kW ≥0.0 ✓  
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Section RS0002.1 revised as follows (the schema_version and Date will depend on the order of publication of the addenda and will be completed at the 
time of publication): 
RS0002.1 Identification and History. schema: RS0002 

schema_version Date Initial Approved Standard Notes 

1.0.0 2023 2023 Initial 
publication 

2.0.0 2024 2023 - Addenda a, b, & c  

 
Table RS00002-11 revised as follows: 

 
Table RS0002–11 RatingAHRI210240 

Name Description Data Type Units Constraints Req Notes 
certified_reference_number AHRI certified reference number String   ✓  

test_standard_year Year of the AHRI test standard <AHRI210240TestStandardYear>   ✓  

rating_source Source of this rating data String    Used by data 
publisher to 
document 
methods (e.g., 
software and 
version) used 
to generate 
rating data 

staging_type Type of compressor staging <AHRI210240CompressorStagingTy e>  ✓  

seer Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio Numeric Btu/W·h >0.0 ✓ Represents 
SEER2 for the 
2023 version 
of test standard 
Used for 
versions of the 
test standard 
up through 
2017 
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seer2 Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio Numeric Btu/W·h >0.0  Used for 
versions of the 
test standard 
from 2023 

eer Full stage Energy Efficiency Ratio (at ‘A’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric Btu/W·h >0.0  Used for 
versions of the 
test standard 
up through 
2017 

eer_a_full eer2 Full stage Energy Efficiency Ratio (at ‘A’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric Btu/W·h >0.0 ✓ Represents 
EER2A_Full for 
the 2023 
version of test 
standard 
Used for 
versions of the 
test standard 
from 2023 

eer_b_full Full stage Energy Efficiency Ratio (at ‘B’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric Btu/W·h >0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

cooling_a_full_capacity 
cooling_capacity Full stage net total cooling capacity (at ‘A’ 

operating conditions) 
Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 ✓ At high stage for 

multi-stage 
equipment. 

cooling_b_full_capacity Full stage net total cooling capacity (at ‘B’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

cooling_b_low_capacity Low stage net total cooling capacity (at ‘B’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

cooling_f_low_capacity Low stage net total cooling capacity (at ‘F’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

cooling_g_low_capacity Low stage net total cooling capacity (at ‘G’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 if staging_ 

type=VARIABLE_STAGE and 

test_standard_year=IP_ 
2023 

 

cooling_i_low_capacity Low stage net total cooling capacity (at ‘I’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 if staging_ 
type=VARIABLE_STAGE and 

test_standard_year=IP_ 
2023 

 

cooling_a_full_power Full stage net total cooling power (at ‘A’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric W ≥0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  
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cooling_b_full_power Full stage net total cooling power (at ‘B’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric W ≥0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

cooling_b_low_power Low stage net total cooling power (at ‘B’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric W ≥0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

cooling_f_low_power Low stage net total cooling power (at ‘F’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric W ≥0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

cooling_g_low_power Low stage net total cooling power (at ‘G’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric W ≥0.0 if staging_ 

type=VARIABLE_STAGE and 

test_standard_year=IP_ 
2023 

 

cooling_i_low_power Low stage net total cooling power (at ‘I’ 
operating conditions) 

Numeric W ≥0.0 if staging_ 

type=VARIABLE_STAGE and 

test_standard_year=IP_ 
2023 

 

cooling_full_fan_power Power of the indoor fan at full load Numeric W >0.0 ✓  

cooling_full_air_volumetric_flow_rate Standard air volumetric rate of the indoor 
fan at full load 

Numeric cfm >0.0 ✓  

cooling_low_fan_power Power of the indoor fan at low stage Numeric W >0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

cooling_low_air_volumetric_flow_rate Standard air volumetric rate of the indoor 
fan at low stage 

Numeric cfm >0.0 if staging_ 
type!=SINGLE_STAGE  

rating_recalculatable_from_ 
performance_data Whether this rating can be recalculated 

using the performance data in the 
representation 

Boolean   ✓ True if the 
rating values in 
this table can 
be recalculated 
using the 
performance 
data in the 
representation 
within the 
tolerance of 
the rating 
standard 

rating_recalculatable_explanation An explanation of the value for rating_ 
recalculatable_from_performance_data 

String     

 
Table RS00002-12 revised as follows: 
 
Table RS0002–12 RatingAHRI340360 
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Name Description Data Type Units Constraints Req Notes 

certified_reference_number AHRI Certified Reference Number String   ✓  

test_standard_year Name and version of the AHRI test standard <AHRI340360TestStandardYear>   ✓  

rating_source Source of this rating data String    Used by data 
publisher to 
document 
methods (e.g., 
software and 
version) used 
to generate 
rating data 

capacity_control_type Type of capacity control <AHRI340360CapacityControlType>   ✓  

ieer Integrated Energy Efficiency Ratio Numeric Btu/W·h >0.0 ✓  

eer Energy Efficiency Ratio at Standard Rating 
Conditions 

Numeric Btu/W·h >0.0 ✓  

cooling_capacity Net total cooling capacity at Standard Rating 
Conditions 

Numeric Btu/h ≥0.0 ✓  

part_load_points Four part load rating points [{RatingAHRI340360CoolingPartLoadPoint}] 
[4]     

rating_recalculatable_from_ 
performance_data Whether this rating can be recalculated using 

the performance data in the representation 
Boolean   ✓ True if the 

rating values in 
this table can 
be recalculated 
using the 
performance 
data in the 
representation 
within the 
tolerance of the 
rating standard 

rating_recalculatable_explanation An explanation of the value for rating_ 
recalculatable_from_performance_data 

String     

 
Table RS00002-13 deleted as follows: 
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Table RS0002–13 RatingAHRI340360CoolingPartLoadPoint 
 
Name Description Data Type Units Constraints Req Notes 

capacity Net total cooling capacity Numeric Btu/h >0.0 ✓  

net_power Net cooling power (including the indoor 
fan motor, controls, and other auxiliary 
loads) 

Numeric W >0.0 ✓  

indoor_fan_power Power of the indoor fan motor Numeric W >0.0   

auxiliary_power Power of the control circuit and any other 
auxiliary loads 

Numeric W >0.0 ✓  

air_volumetric_flow_rate Standard air volumetric rate of the indoor 
fan 

Numeric cfm >0.0 ✓  
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POLICY STATEMENT DEFINING ASHRAE’S CONCERN
FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF ITS ACTIVITIES

ASHRAE is concerned with the impact of its members’ activities on both the indoor and outdoor environment.
ASHRAE’s members will strive to minimize any possible deleterious effect on the indoor and outdoor environment of
the systems and components in their responsibility while maximizing the beneficial effects these systems provide,
consistent with accepted Standards and the practical state of the art.

ASHRAE’s short-range goal is to ensure that the systems and components within its scope do not impact the
indoor and outdoor environment to a greater extent than specified by the Standards and Guidelines as established by
itself and other responsible bodies.

As an ongoing goal, ASHRAE will, through its Standards Committee and extensive Technical Committee structure,
continue to generate up-to-date Standards and Guidelines where appropriate and adopt, recommend, and promote
those new and revised Standards developed by other responsible organizations.

Through its Handbook, appropriate chapters will contain up-to-date Standards and design considerations as the
material is systematically revised.

ASHRAE will take the lead with respect to dissemination of environmental information of its primary interest and
will seek out and disseminate information from other responsible organizations that is pertinent, as guides to updating
Standards and Guidelines.

The effects of the design and selection of equipment and systems will be considered within the scope of the
system’s intended use and expected misuse. The disposal of hazardous materials, if any, will also be considered.

ASHRAE’s primary concern for environmental impact will be at the site where equipment within ASHRAE’s scope
operates. However, energy source selection and the possible environmental impact due to the energy source and
energy transportation will be considered where possible. Recommendations concerning energy source selection
should be made by its members.
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About ASHRAE

Founded in 1894, ASHRAE is a global professional society committed to serve humanity by advancing the arts and
sciences of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, and their allied fields. 

As an industry leader in research, standards writing, publishing, certification, and continuing education, ASHRAE
and its members are dedicated to promoting a healthy and sustainable built environment for all, through strategic
partnerships with organizations in the HVAC&R community and across related industries. 

To stay current with this and other ASHRAE Standards and Guidelines, visit www.ashrae.org/standards, and
connect on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

Visit the ASHRAE Bookstore

ASHRAE offers its Standards and Guidelines in print, as immediately downloadable PDFs, and via ASHRAE Digital
Collections, which provides online access with automatic updates as well as historical versions of publications.
Selected Standards and Guidelines are also offered in redline versions that indicate the changes made between the
active Standard or Guideline and its previous version. For more information, visit the Standards and Guidelines
section of the ASHRAE Bookstore at www.ashrae.org/bookstore.

IMPORTANT NOTICES ABOUT THIS STANDARD

To ensure that you have all of the approved addenda, errata, and interpretations for this
Standard, visit www.ashrae.org/standards to download them free of charge.

Addenda, errata, and interpretations for ASHRAE Standards and Guidelines are no longer
distributed with copies of the Standards and Guidelines. ASHRAE provides these addenda,
errata, and interpretations only in electronic form to promote more sustainable use of
resources.
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